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frog French fry space

freckles fruit spoon

frame friend spy
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spider black blocks

sponge blimp blue

spear blender blanket
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spider black blocks
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sled sleigh barn

sleep sling car

slide slippers harp
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sled sleigh barn

sleep sling car

slide slippers harp
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surf teacher bird

nurse singer skirt

turtle reader stir
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surf teacher bird

nurse singer skirt

turtle reader stir
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horse horse

fork fork

horn horn
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Is it at the beginning, middle, or end?

clasp whisper spider
sp- -sp- -sp sp- -sp- -sp sp- -sp- -sp

oblong bible black
bl- -bl- -bl bl- -bl- -bl bl- -bl- -bl

island asleep sled

sl- -sl- -sl sl- -sl- -sl sl- -sl- -sl
frog defrost friend

fr- -fr- -fr fr- -fr- -fr fr- -fr- -fr
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Color by Sound
fr

green
sp
red

sl
yellow

bl
blue
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Color by Sound
ar

green
er
pink

ir
brown

or
purple

ur
orange
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Fill-in The Blank

__ender t__tle __ider

__ed __og b__n

b__d read__ __imp

__ide h__n __iend
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Match The Sound To The Picture

fr

sp

sl

bl
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Match The Sound To The Picture

ar

er

ir

or

ur
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fr

Circle or dot all the fr words:
hall frail dry frozen frank hand frost
frog red frolic blue eat frown play
fake fruit cold flamingo paw frisk ear
fret frame book find frill mall front
frugal ball fresh fringe best from lake
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sp

Circle or dot all the sp words:
spa speak with spare lump toe speech

orange spawn space ride spatter spaghetti boat
sparse bee spear spell jeep yellow date

eye span bump car spade fork spur
spark wall spice spar cat sped three
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bl

Circle or dot all the bl words:
blaze zoo bless bow blush blob dog
wow blab saw blitz bus mall bleach
cake blip train blast lake blanket fake
black hide bleak cow blur toy blizzard

hand blink girl blue pond blow like
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sl

Circle or dot all the sl words:
slab sleet beep slit brown slay cat
toe slum cake slat slip game slob

slack tall slash hike and sludge bus
frog sleek tie pay slaw green sleep

sleeve gate slot slice mask slippers said
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ar

Circle or dot all the ar words:
lump mark car cube arm land cart
barn book deep card bark harp baby
them jar mow rate stamp two hard
yarn fold park large beet farm bent
like sharp pie have tar here smart
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er

Circle or dot all the er words:
her gray stern reader feet meat verge
tent jerk purple west swerve lawn now

teacher hold nerve dad cage make clerk
home fern task germ pond merge white
nerve black ear cow writer stray mind
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ir

Circle or dot all the ir words:
fir best land shirt stir told ball
red fall skirt how girl hind third
dirt bird goat shirk game mirth brown
sold mom ask kind band sir firth

smirk now whir orange squirt hall cow
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or

Circle or dot all the or words:
deer corn cord sold morn fort pork
porch must him there sword paw dad
raw cork port form dump torch lamp

bump chord home door stork duck horn
fork lion scorch torn law born dust
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ur

Circle or dot all the ur words:
wide fur with spurn dent churn rest
turn band hand curl rust pie purl
tube hurl hurt call nurse fray four
purse test bent burn wow blur hide
seat splurt curb fork leg say spur
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frame freckle fry french friend frog fruit

fee for fat fun feed farm frail

forest flute front fries free fraud frat

fairy floor frown fold fork flag flow

fact flower frame film full fall feel

french fry freckle fire fast fur form

from fall few fold feast foot find

frog fruit frail frat fraud fries free

ENDEND

STARTSTART

 “ “FR-” Word PathFR-” Word Path
Follow “fr-” words through the word path.
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frame 
freckles  

friend  
frog  
fruit 
 

Write the FR- WordsWrite the FR- Words

french
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spin spun sport small spider speak spy

smart stick spend smoke spot strong spike

sat sit spider strike spoil sip spear

street score speak snore spend snip spoon

sunk strong spy straw sport sun spell

strung storm spike stripe spun state speak

swan swim spear snow spin string spin

swamp sword spoon spell speak swam spun

ENDEND

STARTSTART

 “ “SP-” Word PathSP-” Word Path
Follow “sp-” words through the word path.
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space 
spear   

spoon  
spy  
sponge 
 

Write the SP- WordsWrite the SP- Words

spike
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blade black blame blast burn bore bottle

brunt bring butter bleach bribe bog buns

blouse block blue bleed brown bingo bot

blend bump born bird big bear barn

blew bill bleach bleed blue block blend

blind bury blast bong brick build blew

bloom brake blame bus bow barrier blonde

bluff blade black brand best bite bloom

ENDEND

STARTSTART

 “ “BL-” Word PathBL-” Word Path
Follow “BL-” words through the word path.
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black 
blue  

block  
blanket  
blue 
 

Write the BL- WordsWrite the BL- Words

blouse
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sharp cat scar far sharp pansy pan

car rat par bad car matter handle

barn had jar pad barn man carry

yarn mat star came yarn plant bag

cart batter dark dad cart sap candy

harp hand dart bate harp late can

shark gag art ban shark male lad

alarm bar arm gag bar scar jar

ENDEND

STARTSTART

 “ “AR” Word PathAR” Word Path
Follow “-ar-” words through the word path.
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car 
barn   

yarn  
cart  
harp 
 

Write the “AR” WordsWrite the “AR” Words

shark
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after her teacher singer reader writer herd

ten time read but ten ban badger

error letter cancer sister brother berg banner

after orange teach sing temp tour get

her teacher singer reader writer herd badger

write both get wet met jump banner

badge let jet deep sum set berg

hope head carry debt settle mine tenner

ENDEND

STARTSTART

 “ “ER” Word PathER” Word Path
Follow “-er-” words through the word path.
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teacher 
her   

singer  
writer  
herd 
 

Write the “ER” WordsWrite the “ER” Words

reader
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third first stir twirl dirt bird shirt

time tip tie bin din sip fir

shirt bird dirt twirl stir simon stir

fir fill trip kit first sin girl

stir riddle rip wit third lip sir

girl dill dime bite whirl shirk irk

sir sip hitter big fit fig gig

irk shirk whirl third first stir twirl

ENDEND

STARTSTART

 “ “IR” Word PathIR” Word Path
Follow “-ir-” words through the word path.
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stir 
bird  

dirt  
shirt  
first 
 

Write the “IR” WordsWrite the “IR” Words

twirl
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fur fun turtle purple turkey sun dun

surf nurse church lung burn spur lurk

gun dung jump fume pun dumb turn

funnel sum run burl hurt jury turf

surf fur slur blur nun hug bun

nurse skunk skull dump turf jury hurt

church sung spur lurk turn sump burl

purple turkey burn tunnel bug rug urn

ENDEND

STARTSTART

 “ “OR” Word PathOR” Word Path
Follow “-or-” words through the word path.
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surf 
nurse   

church  
turtle  
purple 
 

Write the “OR” WordsWrite the “OR” Words

turkey
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fur fun turtle purple turkey sun dun

surf nurse church lung burn spur lurk

gun dung jump fume pun dumb turn

funnel sum run burl hurt jury turf

surf fur slur blur nun hug bun

nurse skunk skull dump turf jury hurt

church sung spur lurk turn sump burl

purple turkey burn tunnel bug rug urn

ENDEND

STARTSTART

 “ “UR” Word PathUR” Word Path
Follow “-ur-” words through the word path.
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surf 
nurse   

church  
turtle  
purple 
 

Write the “UR” WordsWrite the “UR” Words

turkey
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